
SAVE TIME, MONEY & EARN 100% COMMISSIONS.

AFFILIATES & PUBLISHERS 

Try free for 30 days. TRY REVGLUE TOOLS TODAY!

Our aim is to provide easy to use and manageable tools to affiliates and 
online publishers that can help you monetise your websites and mobile apps 
quickly and cost effectively.

TRY REVGLUE TOOLS TODAY!

Want to monetise your websites or blogs the
quick & easy way?

Earn Highest
Commissions

Love for
Bloggers

Top
Data Bank

The Best
Affiliate Data

No Long
Term Contracts

100%
Commissions

Tools for Affiliates Tools for Publishers

Data
Subscribe with structured and latest data
sets for your affiliate projects. Save time
and money on data management. Earn
100% commission on each sale.

Plugins
Download RevGlue Free Wordpress cms
customised plugins to setup your next
cashback, coupons, broadband or mobile
comparison websites in minutes.

Templates
Buy responsive wordpress templates in 
Bootstrap framework for your affiliate 
projects compatible with RevGlue plugins 
and data sets.

Stats
Track all your affiliate sales and convers-
ion data under one panel. View detailed 
data reports, get API or download it in 
CSV, XML or JSon data format.

RevEmbed
Embed coupons, Cashback, mobile comp-
arison or broadband comparison website 
on your domain with single line of code
and earn top commissions on each sale.

RevAds
Create static, banner or product dynamic
ads, customise them in detail and publish
on your websites and apps. Earn highest
commission on each sale.

RevLinks
Convert all your content websites or blog 
keywords and links into paid links and 
earn highest commission on each sale 
with RevLinks technology.

RevSocial
Monetise your existing social media chan-
nels and pages, share deals from our data
engine with your social friends and earn
highest commissions.

RevGlue is the one stop shop for 
affiliates.

Want to monetise your websites or blogs the
quick & easy way?

Difference 
between 
AFFILIATES & 
PUBLISHERS?

RevGlue understands each publisher needs and supports them with 
monetising their websites.

Publishers working via the affiliate networks who manage their affiliate 
network relations and communications are known as affiliates and they earn 
100% commission an all affiliate tools at RevGlue.

Publishers who aPublishers who are not familiar with affiliate networks and do not wish to 
work with them due to the complexities of the data & account management 
and lack technical resources but still want to monetise their websites, blogs. 
social networks or setup coupons, cashback websites. These publishers can 
work with RevGlue publisher tools that are built to support these sort of 
publishers on revenue share model.


